Applications

mirtan Dail

AFROTC
Air Force ROTC soul be
offering qualifying tests for
prospective members of the
program every Saturday
morning until June 15. For
further information, come to
MacQuarrie Hall 407.

Any student uho is interested in applying for the
position of A.S. personnel
selection officer or A.S. program board chairman can
pick up an application at the
A.S. office in the College
Union. Deadline for these
applications is May 14.
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THROUGH THE KEY HOLEThis shot of yesterday’s
emergency Judiciary meeting in the council chambers
vias taken after neinly elected President Mike Buck
had made sure that his administration would not be

"locked -out" of office. After taking his oath Friday
morning, Buck had all the door knobs removed from
A.S. offices until new locks could be installed.
Daily photo by John Malay

By ROBERT PELLERIN
Daily Political Writer
Newly elected A.S. President Mike
Buck will have to wait another two
weeks before knowing if his presidency
is assured.
The Judiciary made that wait necessary at an emergency meeting Friday
afternoon, as it unanimously 16-0-0)
ruled that there may have been "several very serious violations" in the general election two weeks ago.
The judges ordered a thorough investigation of six alleged violations, with
the evidence to be prepared for a Judiciary hearing no later than May 21.
At such a hearing, the justices could
rule the general election invalid and
order a new one if there is substantial
proof of violations. That would make
last week’s run-off victory by Buck over
Jim Ferryman also invalid.
CHARGES PRESSED
The charges were pressed by Bill
Becker, after he finished third in the
race for the presidency. His basic claim
is that Ferryman exceeded the number
of campaign handouts and posters
allowed.
Actually, the Judiciary was scheduled to rule on the alleged violations at
Friday’s session. But Chief Justice Bo
Pitsker said the court was not given a

Dismissed Prof Claims Libel

Reghaby Sues Bunzel
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Daily Political Writer
Dr. Heydar Reghaby, dismissed
philosophy of science instructor, Thursday filed suit against President John H.
Bunzel, the Board of Trustees, the San
Jose Mercury and the San Jose News.
Dr. Reghaby seeks 9530,992 in his
joint libel suit.
On March 9, President Bunzel, the
suit charges, issued a letter to the
faculty of &IS which, Dr. Reghaby
charged, "contained false and defamatory matter."
The suit also charged in a second
letter on April 23 to the faculty President Bunzel issued "false" statements
against Dr. Reghaby.
The San Jose News and Mercury
were charged with publishing "false
and unprivileged" statements which
implied "unfitness" on the part of Dr.
Reghaby.
LIBEL FALSE
( According to California civil codes,
"libel is a false and unprivileged publication...which exposes any person to
hatred, contempt, ridicule, or obloquy,
or which causes him to be shunned or
avoided, or which has a tendency to
injure him in his occupation).
The Mercury and News were sued for
printing the statements President
Bunzel made in his March 9 and April 23
letters to the faculty.
When asked why the Spartan Daily

was not sued for publishing similar
statements, Dr. Reghaby replied, "Because the Spartan Daily is the voice of
the academic community, everyone
must support that endand freedom of
this paperand save it from the influence of authority."
But the Spartan Daily was told to
refrain from printing further -defamatory" statements about Dr. Reghaby.

Tenure and Promotion
Rules to be Proposed
A resolution will come before the
Academic Council today proposing to
change the retention, tenure and promotion evaluation procedures.
The professional standards committee is proposing the resolution which
would no longer require the evaluation
of a faculty member’s competence by
his "immediate supervisor"the
department chairman.
As the Interim Retention, Tenure,
and Promotion Standards and Procedures presently states the "basic
evaluation of a faculty member’s
teaching ability and professional competence will be made by his colleagues
in his field and his immediate supervisor..."

Wayne Morse
Speaks Today
Wayne Morse, former Senator
from Oregon and one of the original
doves in Congress, will appear on
campus today and tomorrow in lecture, seminar and at various class
sessions. His visit is sponsored by
the Associate Students.
Morse, scheduled for an 8 p.m.
lecture in Morris Dailey tomorrow
will be at an open seminar today
from 4-5:30 p.m. in the College Union
Loma Prieta Room.
Proclaimed by some as the
"father of the peace movement,"
Morse served in the Senate for 24
years before being defeated for
reelection in 1968 by Robert Packwood. He was one of the few senators
to vote against the now infamous
Gulf of Tonkin resolution in 1964.
Currently working in the peace
movement and serving as an arbitrator in labor-management disputes, Morse’s political career
began in 1941 when he was appointed
chairman of the National Railroad
Emergency Board.
Morse SJS class schedule today is
as follows: 11 am. -Legislative Process CH234; 12 noon -Constitutional
Law CH141; 2 p.m. -American
Foreign Policy CH234.

Dr. Reghaby was suspended on Feb. 1
by President Bunzel. The philosophy
instructor was then given a hearing
under the faculty disciplinary procedures.
President Bunzel said in his letter of
April 23 the former part-time instructor
was dismissed on April 5, -for both
unprofessional conduct and dishonesty."

Morse’s appearances continue
tomorrow: 9:30 am. -Sociology of
Youth ED 214; 11 a.m.-Social Theory
ED 344; 2 p.m. -Foreign Policy of the
Major Powers CH235.
..A.Hr. I

I 4,

WAYNE MORSE
Former Senator

The Academic Council meeting,
which is open to the public, will be held
in I.N 629 at 2 p.m.

Jim Noah, campus public relations
director, said late Friday the college
had not yet received a copy of the suit.
He said the matter would be referred to
the Board of Trustees legal adviser.
MANAGING EDITOR
Paul Conroy, managing editor of the
Mercury, acknowleged he was served
with a summons with Dr. Reghaby’s
name on it. When asked if the case was
referred to a legal aid Conroy replied,
"I don’t know where it is." Asked what
he did with the summons, Conroy said,
"I don’t think it is any of your business.
Does that end the conversation."
Dr. Reghaby announced Friday if his
suit is successful he and his legal advisers will "dedicate the total amount of
monetary damages awarded by the
Court to a scholarship fund for Third
World students.

Rent Strike

good enough case to judge upon.
"The case was presented sloppily by
Becker and Attorney General (Steve)
Burch," said Pitsker after the court’s
four-hour session Friday. "We didn’t
have iron-clad evidence, but we do have
very severe doubts about the propriety
of the election."
LATER OVERRULED
Added Pitsker, "We believe that if we
make a ruling without enough evidence
we may later be overruled by a judicial
appeals board."
Pitsker is still upset over an appeals
board decision this year to overturn a
Judiciary ruling concerning the drive to
recall past president Bill Langan.
Associate Justice Roger Olsen said of
Friday’s decision, "The only guilty
party so far is Act 24 (the election code
act). It is one of the most vague, contradictory laws I’ve seen, and these problems won’t end until it is rewritten."
JUDICIARY REFUSED
Becker, who was disturbed last week
when the Judiciary refused his request
for a postponement of the run-off, was
quite happy with Friday’s decision.
"I think it was an excellent decision,"
said Becker. "They were right about
the lack of convincing evidence, but
with what they had, I don’t think they
could have made any other decision."
Becker said he would spend next
week collecting as much evidence as he
could find. He said he would work in
conjunction with Attorney General
Burch and administrative referral
agent Don DuShane.
INVESTIGATION
The charges that the court singled out
for investigation are:
At least two parties distributed
leaflets on desk tops in empty classrooms prior to the arrival of students
without permission of the instructor.
Jim Ferryman used in excess of the
legal number of handouts.
Ferryman’s Spectrum ’71 party exceeded the allowed number of political
party names on posters.
The ballot was confusing, especially regarding the proper way to
mark a presidential candidate.
The instruction sheet handed out
with the ballots was inadequate and unclear.
The instruction sheet was not
handed out to every voter.
EVIDENCE SUBMITTED
Part of the evidence submitted by
Becker was a statement signed by Langan, a Ferryman supporter, saying that

Langan told campaign workers to distribute Spectrum leaflets in empty
classrooms.
At Friday’s meeting the Judiciary
also ruled (4-0-2) that the swearing -in of
Buck early Friday morning was not unconstitutional. Chief Justice Pitsker,
who swore in Buck, was one of the abstainers.
The court held that unless the old
council set specific dates for installation of the president before the
election, there was nothing prchibiting
Buck’s early oath.

Minorities
Denounce
Job Plan

The College Union Board of Governors in action Thursday approved an
amended version of a suggested minority employment policy for the College
Union.
In its amended form, the statement
would remain as it is except for the proposed percentage figures that would
determine the number of minorities to
be hired.
At a somewhat tense meeting, the
board heard from black and Asian students who denounced the policy as unrepresentative and biased. They objected that they had not been consulted
when the policy was being written, and
they also claimed that it favored Chicano students.
Originally, the policy had called for
the following percentages: (1) Spanish
surnamed, 14.2; ( 2) Black, 3.2; 131
Oriental, 2.4; and (4) Native American,
0.2.
These figures were derived from the
number of minority students, excluding
those in college, attending schools in
the service area of the SJS Extension
Services Program.
However, student board member
Mike Buckley objected to these figures
saying, "The proposed regional breakdown is not the most equitable. It
should be based on the state and areas
where the students come from."
Dean of Students Robert Martin said
there is no single definition of the college service area.
He went on to say, "I’m prepared to
vote in favor of any affirmative action
program proposed by the board. But
the statement takes precedence over
the inadequacies and deficiencies in it.
If it were sent to the President, I would
tell him it needs more work."
He then motioned that the policy
Van Wiche, Steve McCarthy, Bob Fer- should substitute general terms for the
rell, Richard Waldiner, Harold Crenetz exact figures, and should also include
women.
and Linda Calvin.
The motion passed, and it was sugFaced with legal charges, the students contacted Morgan, Beauzay, and gested that the subcommittee which
Hammer, a San Jose law firm con- had drafted the original policy should
tracted by the Associated Student come up with different criteria for
minority hiring. The subcommittee was
government on a case by case basis.
The students won their first hearing also urged to consult a number of exlandlord’s
the
perts to aid in determining these criruled
when the judge
teria.
summons was faulty.

SJS Students Claim Victory
Ten communal dwelling SJS students
are claiming victory in a rent strike
that started in March.
In an out of court settlement, the ten,
and John C. Burchinal, owner of a two
floor house at 485 E. Reed St., agreed
the students will pay $40 each for the
period March 10 to June 10, or a 910 per
month rental charge.
Burchinal said, "I did not give in because I’m wrong. I just want to start
over again with new tenantstenants
with new attitudes. I just want them to
go away," he stated.
Claiming their house is "untenantable" the students say they started
the rent strike because the landlord refused to repair 27 items which, the
tenants claim, make the house a health
hazard.
VIOLATES CODES
Burchinal admits the house was
found to violate some city housing
codes and needs "upgrading," but, he
insists, "The house is not unhealthy per
se."
Referring to the tenant’s alleged
failure to maintain the property, Burchinal claimed, "No one in their right
mind would fix a house and have the
tenants ruin it."
Val Brazelton, city housing inspector,
said his department "found a number
of minor problems" in the house, but he
emphasized the house is "not condemned."
Giving his opinion on the strike,
Brazelton stated, "This guy the landlord) was wrong in charging what I
thought was an overly amount of rent."
The housing inspector also said, "The
students were also wrong because they
used the ’minor problems’ as a crusade
not to pay rent."
ISSUED SUMMONS
On March 16, Burchinal, who has
owned the house for six months, issued
a summons i unlawful detainer I against
his student tenants.
Burchinal charged his 12 tenants
two students moved since the charges

were issuedwere overdue in their $60
monthly rental payments.
The landlord claimed he was due
$720, or one month’s collective rent. He
also charged the students failed to heed
a earlier written notice that informed
the tenants they had 10 days to terminate occupancy.
Students involved in the rent strike
were: Neil Smith, Sylvia Ortega,
Richard Graham, Mark Wiser, Martin
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CHINESE CULSINE was featured at one of many booths
set up in the C.U. patio Friday. The International Food
Bazaar was sponsored by the Intercultural Steering corn -

Ctei i

I

mittee to climax International Week. Thousands of interested students turned out for the enriching experience
See stor. page 1.
Daily photo by Ilme
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not an end itself, but a
means to a free society."
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Editorials

Good Food, Vibes
Friday’s international food bazaar on the College Union patio was a fitting
climax to the 1970-71 academic year. (See story, page 3.)
Drawing more students than any political rally or demonstration, the food
bazaar stands with the Jane Fonda speech and the Christmas Fantasy Faire
as one of the few activities that drew wide student enthusiasm and participation.
Throngs of students forked over their money to indulge themselves in fried
won -tons and Arabian pastry despite the murky skies and the fact that the
bazaar had to move from its traditional Seventh Street locationthe two excuses most groups use when their activities flop.
No one could have conceivably called SJS students "apathetic" on Friday
when hundreds came to watch and take part in the culinary and cultural delights.
In a year when students have cried out for "relevance" in education, the
international food bazaar was surprisingly lacking in political activityit was
one of the few events this year the radicals did not picket.
Instead, leftists and conservatives joined in the international market place
to eat their way around the world. All of the political boundaries of the world
seemed to break down as mademoiselles from "Le Moulin Rouge" sold cream
puffs only a few yards away from the Vietnam booth.
And, most importantly, "a splendid time was guaranteed for all."
This, then, is the moral of the international food bazaar: if you want to have
a highly successful activity at SJS, steer clear of political relevance, keep
things noisy and lively, and, above all, have plenty of good food.

Courageous Action
Does a prominent state senator have the power to close down an SJS art
show because of its "objectionable" nature?
This question was answered Tuesday when Art Department Chairman Fred
Spratt temporarily closed down Cheri Brownton’s photographic shownot becauswel1/4‘*’hard core pornography’ charge by a local resident but to examine
the exhibit."
Despite a telephoned complaint by someone (still not named) to Sen. Clark
Bradley (R-San Jose). Spratt and gallery director Lars Speyer )in addition to
an advisory committee) decided to keep all of Miss Brownton’s pictures in her
show and found her display to be "within established policy" of the Art
Department.
This demonstrated how a department could handle any outside complaints
in a tactful and organized manner without succumbing to any type of political
pressure regarding interdepartmental activities.
Now that Miss Brownton’s exhibit has been found to be, in a sense, non-"pornographic" by the Art Department, her show may be freely seen all this week
in the Storeroom gallery.
Spratt is to be congratulated on his handling of a controversial and sensitive
show. Though this situation may crop up occasionally, it’s good to know that
just because the charge of "obscenity" is hurled, those in charge at SJS are
standing up for what they believe to be right. They carefully and fairly
evaluate all criticisms without fear of political reprisal. This takes courage;
salute the Art Department for its stand.

Staff Comment

’Caught Within the Labyrinth’
By CONNIE FUKUDA
Have you ever felt like Theseus who,
according to ancient Green mythology,
was caught within the labyrinth?
If ever there was any such modern
building resembling the infamous labyrinth, the music building here at SJS probably best fills the bill,
Confusing nonsensical and just plain
like, the music building’s two wings are
about as organized as fruit cocktail.
Room numbers in both sections of the
building do not follow in neat, consecutive order: instead. these relatively
simple numerals are scrambled and
mixed in a chaotic manner.
The newer music wing, for example,
begins the mathematical tangle with
room 102. This is fine, until one en
counters room 133 just around the
corner with the rehearsal hall (room
150) facing it. From then on. numbers
appear everywhere and in every hall but
in a potpourri way. Room 114 is next to
room 136 on one side of the hall, and
room 119 and 113 are neighbors in the
same area.
The older, Concert Hall section is more
organized than the newer part of the
building but not much better.
Rooms consisting of the 150’s to 180’s
may be found rather readily here
without too much hassle.
It would be better, though, if this
building began the numeral series
rather than ending it. Since Concert Hall
is on Seventh Street, this would be the
natural entrance into the music building
for most students.
If the entire number system of the

music buildings were revised and reorganized, perhaps the common scene of
wandering, lost students would be
eased.
It s frustrating to try to find one single
room and finally give up in despair because too much time has been wasted
searching the labyrinth music building.

Staff Comment

Hot Trivia
By LINDA HAWKINS
Did you know that enough milk is produced annually in the U.S. to fill a river
3,186 miles long, 40 feet wide and three
feet deep? It would stretch from Boston
to San Francisco.
This is just a sample of earth -shaking
facts compiled by the Milk Advisory
Board.
Some may be helpful to homemakers,
such as how to get rid of the fish smell
on your hands. Rub your hands with a
little butter, then wash.
Some facts are ridiculous. For instance, a dairy cow produces 75,000
BTU’s of heat per day (What’s a BTU?) A
small herd of 15 will heat the average
five -room home.
If you’re a cow, you may he interested
to know that U.S. animal scientists have
found that feeding ground newsprint to
cattle can replace some forage in the
animal rations. The newsprint does not
hove any adverse effects and serves
well as a roughage substitute. That’s
recycling!

The U.S. finally in stalls a monorail system.

Letters To The Editor

True Heroes; Backward Step
Editor:
I would like to point out some falacies
in the fairy tale about -respect- Tim
Osterman wrote in the Wednesday. May
5, Spartan Daily.
Osterman says that the Liberation
Front didn’t have enough respect for the
cadets in the ROTC awards ceremony.
The cadets were doing their thing and
had enough guts- to act on their own
beliefs, and we shouldn’t force our opinions on them.
It would be real nice if this institution
operated in a vacuum.lt would be fine if
the Pentagon wasn’t forcing its opinions
on the people of Indochina and on the
people who can’t go to college (and be
in ROTC) and are therefore drafted to
kill Indochinese (under the direction of
ROTC trained officers). The Pentagon is
waging a war to rip off the natural resources of Indochina. The military skills
being honored and the cadets receiving
awards will be used to aid and abet the
Pentagon and the corporations in their
genocidal rip-off war. So you see, the
ROTC cadets aren t doing their own
thing.- They are
only following
orders.- They are preparing to be
accomplices in the most barbaric and
inhumane war in history. They deserve
respect?
If so, then Charlie Monson and the Zodiac should be allowed to come here and
teach their specialties, (open campus
and all that good stuff, ya’ know) and of
course they and their students should
have our full respect.
The true heroes, the people who
really deserve respect are those who
fasted and slept out at the fountain and
those who came to the awards ceremony with kazoos and Viet Cong flags in

Staff Comment

Receptionists,
Take Heed!
By CHRISTINE SCHLETT
Politeness is a quality which receptionists and other people with similar
jobs should possess. Unfortunately, this
trait was obviously locking in the young
woman who waited on me in the registrar’s office last Friday afternoon.
When I arrived she wasn’t busy, other
than talking with a friend behind the
window. I didn’t mind waiting a couple
of minutes but it seemed as if I had to
wait five minutes for her to finish her
unnecessary conversation.
Finally, she got around to helping me.
Then she was crabby, impolite and didn’t
try to understand or help. She acted as if
I didn’t know what I was talking about.
In contrast, Saturday I went to the San
Francisco Airport and was given a pass
into the airline’s lounge. A smiling,
friendly hostess waited on me.
She was very polite and seemed
genuinely concerned about my welfare
and comfort. I felt as if I wore -someone."
These two incidents show the vast
difference in the way two young women
view their job and the attitude they have
toward their customers.
Perhaps the woman in the registrar’s
office will read this and put a greater
effort into being polite toward others.
And maybe other rude receptionists
will take heed.

numbers several times greater than are
included in the hard core of the Lib
Front.
Richard Ferry A03542
San Jose Liberation Front

Tightening Up
Editor:
A step backward has been taken by
the recent change of procedures for
those students who wish to drop classes.
A couple of years ago the change of
study list policy was relaxed to allow
students freedom to drop classes
through the first six weeks of a term.
This relaxation from on earlier threeweek rule was important to allay
unnecIrspv, restrictions on students’
choi
and’ fo’reduce imposed penalties.
Now an uptight chancellor’s office is
tightening up, instead of loosening procedures. (It is so easy to forget that colleges exist for students instead of the
other way around.) Students who may
be hurt by this new restriction on their
lives must hope that the division deans
will be lenient in interpreting their petitions for late drop after a too -brief three
week deadline.
Thornton Hooper
Assoc. Prof., Counseling

Staff Comment

Does Anyone
’Really Care?’
By BARBARA THATCHER
Now that elections are over I have just
one question. Is there such a thing as an
honest politician?
Continuous throughout this election as
well as other elections on the city, state
and national level, have been the comments, "I’m voting for him because he is
the lesser of two evils" or "I’m not voting
because they’re both crooks and liars."
Or finally "Why vote when they’re just
the same as the last dishonest guy in
off ice ?"
The sad part is that these comments
may be true, but no one really cares.
People expect doctors to be honest in
their diagnosis, judges to be fair in their
verdicts, journalists to be just in their
reporting but somehow it doesn’t seem
to matter if politicians tell lies to the
people, or withhold information from
them, or promise to allocate funds one
way and then do it another.
Certainly politicians hove more
control over our lives than a man who
steals from the corner store, and yet
people ignore this fact.
People cry for law and order and yet
elect officials whom they distrust, consider tricky or have little or no integrity.
An election is not a little thing. Any
election is important.
An election need not be viewed as just
o contest but rather a chance for each
person to show politicians that he is
watching what is being dons, wants a
say in how his money is being spent,
sees that his laws being made and his
rights regarded.
It’s a little point but maybe it’s apathetic people that create dishonest politicians, and a bad government is not
created by bad politicians but by silent
people.

Poncho Villa, the Mexican revolutionary, during the Mexican revolution, was
fighting for social change and justice.
This is also happening today in the U.S.
as o new type of revolutionary is coming
into being, the educated Chicano,
usually a c-illege graduate.
Today, there are well over 15 million
Chicanos who look up to Villa as a great
man and who, too, are fighting like Villa,
for social change and justice.
At SJS, this fight can be seen in the
Chicano EOP which is presently battling
the Ronald Reagan administration to
keep from losing its funds.
The EOP was established in 1968 with
the sole objective of getting Mexican
Americans into College.
No doubt the need has been there because, of the 22,000 students at SJS in
1968, only 20 were Mexican or had a
Spanish surname. Today the EOP is helping to repair that imbalance and has
close to 900 Chicano students registered
through it, and, according to a recent
survey, 98 per cent had a "C" average or
better.
Social justice can be achieved through
education, and working in the system.
This is the feeling of most Mexican
Americans and Chicanos.
Politically, the Chicano has a long way
to go because most of us are still apathetic when it comes to voting. There are
only three Chicanos holding elective
office in California.
However, there are other reasons why
there is little representation for the Chicano in this state. You guessed it,
gabacho bias.
It was recently learned that, in this
state, which has well over five million
Chicanos, the voting districts are apportioned to hold not more than 30 per cent
Mexican Americans in them. Not one.
San Jose has about 22 per cent Chicano, and most of us live close together,
but yet we have no representation, for
example, City Council. There is, no
doubt, a need for change. But who will
change it?
Many of our papositos feel that the
young can change it if we get a good
education. They’re right because if we
don’t change it, who will? The gabacho?
He will save us. No, thanks.
It is very possible that the EOP will
one day be looked at as the gate of
liberation foF Die ’Cflittino.
’
Throughout the U.S:, the Chicano is
seeing the need for a college education
in order to bring change and become
politically aware.
The Chicano, like Poncho Villa, is also
a true revolutionary, and many feel that
he will achieve his goal and create a
better understanding of what the Chicano is and what his true values are.
EDITOR S NOTE: The Letters to the Editor
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local, national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such current affairs. Contributions to Letters to
the Editor must not exceed 250 words,
must be typewritten, double spaced
within 40 -space margins and properly
signed with the writer’s name and
faculty or AS number. The Daily will not
print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The
editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.
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Free Hippie Park
Proposed in Hills
13) GENE NIcHONE
Daily Staff Writer
-.A f RI, park for hip people" is in the planning stages
right now by tWo Palo Alto
brothers who hope to raise
funds for the park from a
major rock festival.
According to Paul Dunbar,
21, of 2439 Birch St., Palo
Alto, he and his brother,
Wes, along with two other
backers have chosen a 48
acre site whose exact location they refused to divulge except to say that it is
"somewhere in the hills
above the Midpeninsula."
"We’re not announcing the
site," explained Paul Dun -

Bike Theft
Uncovered
By Security
Two suspects were apprehended for an attempted
theft of a 10-speed bicycle on
Seventh street, Friday.
This was not the first
arrest for bike thefts on
campus, according to Earnest Quinton, chief campus
security officer, but he
added "this is the first we’ve
had in a long time, and there
has been a new surge of bike
thefts."
Quinton did not release the
names of the suspects but
stated that they were not San
Jose residents and had been
turned over to the police for
booking on the charge of
petty theft and conspiracy.
Judy Kormos, owner of the
bike, said that she had returned to her bike after class
and noticed a note asking her
to report to the security
office, where she was informed of the attempted
theft.
ACCOUNTING MAJORS
SEE OUR AD IN THE
JOURNAL of ACCOUNTANCY

Becker CPA Review Course
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN 1055

Involvement

*Eilh

bar, "because the realtors
would jack the price up."
Right now the price for the
proposed park site is $31,000.
Dunbar also expressed the
fear that if the location were
given out too soon an effort
might be made by someone
to block the sale.
Dunbar stated that he and
his brother have felt that socalled hip people need a
place where they can go and
not be harassed or intimidated.
"It’s going to be a park
that doesn’t close at dusk.
People can go there anytime
they want," he said.
He also said that he would
like to name it "Harris
Park" in honor of the leading
pacifist draft resistor David
Harris.
He was asked if he expected to have the same kind
of troubles as those experienced at Lou Gottlieb’s
Morningstar Ranch hippie
santuary in Sonoma County,
which authorities broke up.
"It’s not going to be a commune," Dunbar replied, we
just want a place that’s
pretty."
In order to finance the
park, the brothers and two
others have organized a rock
festival. Like the park site,
the location of the festival
was not announced to ward
off those seeking a free show.
Dunbar has said only that
the festival will be on a 3000
acre site in the east Gilroy
hills.
Dunbar refused to name
the other two festival backers because it was felt that
their businesses would be
harmed if they were known
to be associated with hippies.
Dunbar said the event is
just for one day. "I don’t
trust people for more than
eight or ten hours. Then they
go weird on you," he said.
Among the performers
that will be appearing at the
festival are: B.B. King,
Chuck Berry, Blues Image,
Elvin Bishop, and "some
special surprises."
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SJS International Week

Features Exotic Food
By JOE CALIGARIS
Daily Staff Writer
Friday, lunchtime again
and all i can think about is a
drab hamburger at the College Union cafeteria. So, i’m
taking my time walking
slowly through the construction that no longer interests
me when i hear all this noise
from the C.U. mall.
People are walking past
me carrying cooked meat on
sticks and they’re smiling
and talking and laug:Ung.
More people pass with paper
plates dripping gobs of chow
mein and rice.
I don’t know what’s going
on, but i run to find out. When
i reach the C.U. mall, all i
can do is stare because i see
people. They’re everywhere,
smiling, talking, and many
are just as much in awe as i
am.

116

Cf. AMA
7111
.^.,..
-..-....Francois Truffant
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11$
’THE WILD CHILD’
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"STOLEN KISSES"
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Cameros
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Supplies
Equipment

terested welcome.
Poetry Reading Session, 2
p.m., Allen Hall, 10th and
San Carlos streets.
TOMORROW
Chicano Asociacion de
Arte, 3 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
Executive Council of Business Students, 2 p.m., C.U.
Guadalupe. Important meeting for members and interested students to discuss
plans for next semester.
Chi-Alpha, 8 p.m., 434 E.
Williams St. Bible study.
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe. Orientation meeting for women

DEVELOPING - PRINTING

SUNDANCE KID"
73.

ASS card

MOVIE & STILL

with Jack Nicholson

a

the International Food Bazaar Friday.Their
Teriyaki beef and onion dish was one of the
big hits of the day.
Daily photo by Dave Hillman

In the mall i see some
booths hidden by all the people. They’re all decorated
with a big flag made out of a
lot of colored cloth proclaiming International Week.
I ask some people what’s
going on, but they don’t know
either. Someone tells me that
the booths were set up by
SJS’s foreign students as
part of International Week
and that food native to the
foreign students’ countries is
being sold.
As i pass through the
crowd, i hear venders hawking their wares and see lines
of people waiting to buy
Iranian beef shish- kebab
and Oriental "teriyaki,"
which is beef soaked in soy
sauce.
On one side of the mall, i
notice the Mexican booth
with red letters screaming

Spartaguide

no SANTA CLARA

CINEMA 150;;".3

4

TERIYAKI STEAKMembers of the
Japanese-American Club, dressed in colorful kimonas, tended large barbeque pits at

(415) 781.4395
ROL 2514146

rkuo

41
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War Blasted

245 SOUTH HOST
Prompt .,,e1 Cavoovs Sonic*

5:30SPECTRUM
6:00DAVE
SHOW

NEWS

ANDERSON

interested in women’s liberation.
Theta Sigma Phi, 7:45
p.m., C.U. Pacifica. Valerie
Dickerson now Mrs. (’oleman) will speak. She works
for KRON-TV channel 4 in
San Francisco,
WEDNESDAY
Pi Sigma Alpha, 3 p.m.,
C.U. Almaden. Dr. John
Wettergreen,
political
science dept., will speak on
-Political science and the
new left: the split in the discipline."
Book Talk, 12 noon, C.U.
Cafeteria. "The Children of
Frankenstein."
Immigration Service, 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m., Intercultural
Center, San Fernando and
10th streets. Students who
wish to apply for extensions
or work permits that expire
in May, June and July 1971
should extend them at that
time.

6:55BUCHWALD ON

0

I.,

SLURPEE

14 oz SIZE

FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

A

7 -ELEVEN STORE
6th &

I

7:00MARTIN
KING SPEAKS

San

Salvador only

GOOD MAY 10-14 (LIMIT ONE

LUTHER

I.
.1

8:55SPARTAN
TRUM

people, but the
clock bombings
and the decision
100,000 Amen -

cans troops on that country,"
was the farthest extension of
Presidential power in history, he said.

Minority Pre-Medical
Training Plan Studied
A pre -medical training
program for lower division
minority students in healthoriented fields may soon become a reality at SJS, according to Dr. Amnon Gold worth, acting chairman of

Newscaster

Valerie Dickerson, producer for KRON-TV and
co-host for Saturday Supplement, in depth news
feature program, will be
Theta Sigma Phi’s guest
speaker tomorrow night.
The program will begin at
7:45 p.m. in the College
Union Pacifica Room and
is open to all students.
Miss Dickerson, who
won the title of national
college queen while attending SJS, was graduated in 1968. She then
went to Columbia University Graduate School of
Journalism where she received a master of science degree in journalism.

1)1

the proposed pre-med training program.
The first meeting of the
project will be held this Wednesday in Centennial Hall
room 227 from 2 to 5 p.m.
There, black and Chicano
students who are interested
in medical or para-medical
careers may talk with counselors, professors, and students from the Stanford
Medical School, who are
working in cooperation with
SJS to establish the lower division program. Dr. Gold worth explained that all
freshmen and sophomore
minority students who are
interested in a medical or
techno-medical career
should attend.
Goldworth pointed out that
presently there is only about
a two per cent minority enrollment in medical schools
nationwide.

A

WEEKNIGHTS FROM 7P.M
CONT, SUN, FROM 1 P.M.
ADMISSIONS GEN. $1.50
STUDENTS (With S.B. Card
$1.00)

"FIRST -RUN"
In a plane. In a steampath!
In a discotheque!

\DS

IMPROVE GRADES

Jazzist
Special
Aired

SAVE MONEY

SAVE TIME

A special program on jazz
trumpeter Miles Davis will
be presented on KSJS 90.7
FM, tonight from 6-10 p.m.
Performances
featuring
Davis will follow his entire
career, from his beginning in
combos with Charlie Parker
to the small groups of his
own in the late 50’s and early
60’s and ending with his present neo-rock group, just
completing a
four -day
appearance at Fillmore
West, according to Gary
Douglas of KSJS, who will be
the host for the special.
According to Douglas,
other featured sounds along
with Davis will be Dizzy
Gillespie, J.J. Johnson,
Gerry Mulligan, Cannonball
Adderley, Max Roach,
Herbie Hancock, Keith
Jarrett, and many others.
"This is a great opportunity for anyone who digs
Miles today to find out how
he got where he is," Douglas
commented.

LONDON
$275ROUNDTRIp.

jI

DOUGLAS
SPEC-

lvIlt LONDON
$135.

Is

4911

TOWNE
lel ALAMEDA AT MISTIR
257 1060
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FREE COPIES*

XEROX
REDUCTION

7000
1C

MORE

Across Admin. Old., next to Peanuts
273 E. San Fernando 295-7778
Bring this ad-ona per person

The Man Sized
Special
The special for the man-sized appetite, First, a Super
Shef: a full quarter.pound of lean beef broiled over an
open flame, with all the trimmings from fresh lettuce.
juicy tomatoes, sliced onions, and dressing to hot, melted
cheese. Then golden french fries And a large cola
Bring this coupon and give yourself a super treat at
savings!
Burger Chef. We always treat you right

SPRING & SUMMER

8:00"ECO-RAP"
8:15GARY
SHOW

protect its
’round the
of Viet Nam
to descend

CHARTER FLIGHTS EUROPE 1911

7:55FIVE MINUTE PROGRAM
0
I

"viva la causa" and "viva
Chavez", and next to that is
the Chinese booth selling
chow mein and rice, and then
i realize i’m in a market
place.
Across from the Chinese
booth is the booth set up by
the foreign students from
Vietnam. I can almost imagine exotic dark and steamy
jungles where Vietnamese
merchants squat and sell
their wares.
At the opposite side of the
mall near the Engineering
Building, i perceive a market place out of the Arabian
nights.
Walking through the crowd
are Arab students with their
heads covered in their native
headdress. Girls dressed in
Russian peasant costumes
sell "peroshki," meat, fish
or cabbage filled pies, from a
booth.
Thoughts of drab hamburger are smothered when teat
some delicious lasagna from
the Italian booth, decorated
with the red, white and green
Italian flag. Two outside
tables covered with checked
waxed tablecloths welcome
the crowd to a part of Italy.
From lasagna i go to Vietnamese shrimp fritters and
then Iranian shish-ga-bob.
I hear one Filipino student
saying "all power to
Lumpia," and i wonder so i
ask him what it is. He tells
me it’s egg roll made up of
vegetables and pork wrapped in a flour shell and deep
fried.
At the French booth i ask
what they are serving and
this smiling girl says Napoleaon, which she tells me "is
huge."
The grey mantle of clouds
begins to drizzle so i go into
the C.U. But there’s not too
many people there so i decide to leave. Outside I buy a
fortune cookie from the Chinese booth that is beginning
to close up because they
have run out of food. The
cookie is good, and as i’m
eating it i look at the fortune.
It reads: "Have a nice day."

By DONNA PEREIRA
Daily Staff Writer
Speaking before a near capacity crowd iii Morris Dailey Auditorium Friday afternoon, Alexander Bickel, professor of law at history at
Yale University, blasted
U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia as a "grievous
moral error."
-Far from being a great
venture in peace and freedom, it proved to be an impractical and unmoral disaster," claimed the ninth
annual Honors Convocation
speaker.
Dr. Bickel was introduced
to parents and honor students who attended the con
vocation by SS President
Bunzel who "took the advantage of my personal friendship with the professor to invite him to speak."
Dr. Bickel launched into
the technicalities of the constitution and the president’s
interference in the Congressional power to declare war.
"If we continue to accept
these presidential decisions,
we will outstrip Congress of
any power to make peace,"
he warned.
Speaking of the original
framers of the constitution,
the professor noted that
"they wanted to make it
harder to get into war, so
they provided Congress, with
the approval of the President, the power to make
war."
However, contrary to the
intents of the constitutional
framers, Dr. Bickel continued, later practice in this
century has tended to enlarge the scope of individual
Presidential initiative.
-We have managed to clog
peace and to facilitate war,"
he charged, "just the opposite of what was originally
planned."
There have been instances
in history, said Dr. Bickel,
where past presidents have
plunged a nation into war to
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Phone 2-6 Daily
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A Book by Ernesto Galarza
"the acculturation of little Ernie"

STUDENT UNION
ON SALESPARTAN BOOK STORE
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 MARKET ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 94103
OR 48S0 FOURTH ST , SAN JOSE, CAL. 95113
State

Super Shet. Large Cola.
Bench Fries.
I $1.17 value. With coupon 99’ plus tax.
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Spartans Capture Crown Easily

PCAA Blitzed by SJS Netters

-.1.41111011111k.

It) GARY RUBIN
Dail) Sports Writer
last ear the Pacific Coast
Athletic. Association was
forced to cancel the league
tennis finals when disturbances hit the state
college campuses.
The l’CAA had no such
luck last Friday as the SJS
netters continued their year
long play of excellent tennis
by dominating the league
finals and winning by an
overwhelming 25 points over
the nearest school.
The Spartans accumulated
52 points to 1.ong Beach
State’s 27 to win the title as
SJS won eight out of nine
firsts in the two day tournament attended by seven
schools.
The Spartans took firsts in
alll six singles matches, and
then won two out of three
doubles as everyone on the
team played well according
to coach Butch Krikorian.
In No. 1 singles, Carlos
Kirmayr defeated Eric
Lewis of Santa Barbara 6-4,
4-6, 6-3 in the semis and went
on to triumph over Gene
Malin of Cal State Los
Angeles in the finals, 6-4, 7-

.1111

4-

--WONG ’as
- Amor

4o.

GOT IT - Spartan goalie Lon Regehr knocks
down a shot at his goal in a recent SJS
practice. The Spartan varsity suffered its
second loss in nine years to the Alumni last

Friday night, 18-17. in a wild offensive
struggle in the SJS pool. This game
climaxed the spring practice for the varsity.
-Daily photo by Dave Thurber

Terry Moor, playing No. 2
defeated Doug Adams, 6-4, 63, and beat Long Beach’s
Carl Sramek, 6-2, 6-4 in the

Alumni Nip Poloists
In Overtime Contest
By BARBARA THATCHER "played a little under its
Daily Sports Writer
ability and the alumni did
People crowded into the not do as well as I expected."
tiny pool area and sat with
However, one player for
eyes glued to every action of the varsity, Ed Samuels, felt
a close, tense game in which his team’s loss was due to too
the SJS Alumni narrowly ’’many fouls and a lack of
defeated the varsity water depth," which another
polo team, 18-17, Friday player, Brad Jackson, said
night.
aided the team in "defeatThe game that went into ing ourselves more than the
two four minute overtimes alumni did."
with a tie score and then into
Fast moving to the very
sudden death was the second end, with All-American
victory for the Alumni in against All-American, the
nine years.
game began with a goal by
MISTAKES
Fred Belcher, making the
"With the mistakes they score 1-0 in favor of the
made we should have won," varsity. But additional goals
was the comment of coach came with such frequency
Lee Walton. He went on to that by the end of the quarter
comment that his team the score was even at 3-3.

Student Dinner Special
Served from 5 to 10 P.M.

$1.50 with this coupon

Spikers Take Third
At Fresno Relays
With many of the top
tracksters in the nation
competing, the West Coast
Relays in Fresno were every
bit what the Spartan spike
team expected to see last
Saturday.
The
meet,
scheduled to be a two-day
affair, was rained out
Friday, making it necessary
to begin competition 8:00
Saturday morning.
The annual meet saw SJS
take a third in university
open division scoring with 33
points. Brigham Young
grabbed the most points with
69, followed by Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo, 38, and Utah,
tied with SJS.

Richards both clearing 16-6.
Dias finished tied for second
while Richards was given
fourth. Dick Railsback won
the event at 16-6 because of
fewer misses.
The steadiest performer
for the Spartans this year,
George Carty, took a second
on the slow track in the 120high hurdles although he ran
one of his slowest races of
the year. Carty, with a 14.1,
finished behind Tommie
White at 13.7.
Against a strong field in
the 440, Spartan Elmo Dees
ran a 47.5 for fourth. SJS
assistant coach Lee Evans
continued to dominate the
event
as he has done all year,
With the slow track due to
the rains of Friday and the winning in 46.2, while
sprinkles running for the Stockton
occasional
Saturday morning, most of Track Club.
The SJS two-mile relay
the top marks in the meet
team of Lee Marshall, Buck
were in the field events.
Black, Bob Stevens and Cliff
The best effort of the meet Chisam placed second with a
veteran
Olympic
by
was
time of 7:52.1.
Mohinder Gill (CPSLO) who
came within one-half inch of
tying the American record
in the triple jump. Gill
hopped, skipped and jumped
55-11-4, narrowly missing Art
Walker’s national record.

The best showing for the
Spartans was in the pole
vault with Vic Dias and Bob

292-5867
M

IT’S A GAS!
(STATION)
ANTI -FREEZE’ BR AKELUBE
TUNE-UP. FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
COMPETENT MECHANICS

Oa =
SILVA
SERVICE
Late for class?

78 So. 4th St.
We’ll park it for you

Next to new "Burger Chef"

15261
June IS/Sept. IS
$269
June 211/Spt. 7
$261
June 25/Aug. 21
12611
Aug. 211/Sept.26
Sept. 2 One Way to Am,.
$136

FABRICS of TODAY
)V.i 11)1)

etween Valley Fair and Emporiu

SAVE UP_TO
GELDING CORTICELLI

ZIPPERS

Triumph TR.3, 1959, Rebuilt engine,
Transmission, TRIP AROUND THIS
summer, 5550 or best offer 297 7906.

WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
Public meeting discussing humanism
and the organized humanist move
went, will be presented by the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE, F ri 12 Mar 8 p rn at 738 N 2nd
Si Call 294 5017 for more information.

NEED! 3-sp. col. shift transmission
for 1959 chevy Panel truck. Will pay
Cash Call Bill anytime 265 0194

NOW...Y2 PRICE

105O DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
10 tO 9i30 Pm
OPEN MONDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY
9 to 5,30 pm
OPEN SUNDAY
12r30 to 5 pm

Air Conditioned - Park Free

80

-SPECIALWITH THIS AD
FREE Spool of Thread
from our Belding COrtiCeill
Thread Grab Bag

NOTHING TO BUY

In doubles, Kirmayr-Lloyd
defeated Benga ra-Shra der ,
2-6, 6-2, 6-2 in the semis and
Illic-Adams of Fresno, 5-7, 75, 7-5, in the finals.

FREE! T.W.A. 747 Tour. Thur., May 6
at 7 PM at San Francisco International
Airport FREE Parking, Ski Movie,
and TWA Captain to discuss the Bird
of the 70.s Pick up your FREE ticket
on campus at the desk 385 S 8th.

61 Austin Healy, runs good. asking $550
or best offer, contact this number at
anytime, 287 5169

TO HELP the handicapped you can
buy a very fine soap Money donated to
handicapped Call Mr Hall for more
infor 298 2308
COME 01511 05 fez’ food, fun, frivolity
and half price beer. Nappy hour, 5.7,
Mon. Fri St James Infirmary.
TRAINING
SINGERS
Professional Today’s
BEGINNERS
Music or classical, Harmony Way
Voice Piano Guitar Studio. 216.8917.

PORSCHE 1965 3$6C, Excellent
condition, Best Offer, Phone 353.2097
after 6 p.m

for men &
JOB OPPORTUNITY
women Sales 51.65 2 00 pr. hour Must
be reliable 265 3372.

HONDA 250 Scrambler, needs some
work looks great Call Dave, 265 9224
Will accept anything over $200.

Build good income that will continue
the rest of your life Win a book sch0.
larship for the fall. Call Mr Hall for
details at 2082310

1969 AUSTIN AMERICA Yellow Med.
Clean inside and out. Call Tuesday
Sunday. 243 6585 Ask Inc Dave. 5700.
Firm,
, full power.
49 FORD LTD B
every imaginable option. Irrunac
condition Car most be seen to apprec
its value. $2850. Call 286,2882
FOR SALE 59 Pontiac, cony 389 20
auto trans, radio, heater, good tires all
power, 5175 PH 226 5874.
1970 Honda CB 350 with under 3200
miles Large luggage rack. Colors.
red & white with chrOme fenders. $650
or oest offer Call 327 5732 Evenings.
Palo Alto

Did you know that there is a shop in
Los Gatos where you can buy a $00 suit
for 515, a 145 dress for SC .520 shirt for
53.50 etc, etc??? These clothes are new
and "barely used" (high quality
only!) You won’t believe the lovely
merchandise for so little money.
Ladies sizes 3 to 341/2, teens, juniors
and chi ldrens Five rooms of clothes to
choose from come see-Once you
come in you’ll never ship anywhere
eise if you have a small budget and
the "Champagne taste" this shop is for
you. We have I Magnin’, Catalinas,
White Stag, Lilli Diamonds, Christian
Diors etc. As I said-you won’t believe
the lovely clothes for so little money.
We are called Eleanor’s Discount
Fashions of Los Gatos, 720 University
Ave. at end of cyclone fence behind
Oak Meadow park) 356 4839 or 356
6314-Call for directions. Open 10 om
6 p.m every day and Sunda./ tool
Wanted, Midterm no 2 and -or Final
Exam for kirckharn’s Soc 70 Will eel’
55 each Cali Joe 739 7833 after 7 pm
:

IOW SOLE 131
WATERBEDS, From S50. All sizes
incl. Round & 709 Jumbo. Sexually
emetic. Alive. Moving w-you. eat
handing your energies. Healthy, float.
in freely wperfect back support so
you can sleep well. YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del,
mas Ave. 1 mi. from 5.1$ on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime BU6 1263.
GOOD BUY. King Size mattress Box
Springs & Frame $250 value for 11,00 or
best otter. Call 7344831.
ART STUDENT: To sketch what
various parcels might look like after
improvements have been built on
them. Work in your home on your
spare time. Male or female. 296.4304,
ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H.. a biode.
gradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to then,
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286
THE LIVING BED The original and
Only guaranteed HEATED waterbed.
By Innerspace Environments. Don’t
be misled by Cold beds. Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar. 10 yrs. With,
Bag, safety liner heater L auto con.
trol. See at 1424 Searcy Dr. Si nr. Almaden Expy. 265-5485 or in OM. 743.
0360.
PISCEAN WATERBEDS.
1850 W. San Carlos (just West of the
Gap) Twin- 520 King Queen 524.
Safety liner S2. Frames: $la Heated
King complete w frame: $99. 10 Yr.
guarantee on all beds. 294 1455. Ci.me
in and see our right on products. Ask
about our NRO policy. 294-1155.
FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
flud. $29.95 buys you a King Size undo
lating arnobea. Aqua Snooze Water
beds. 1415 The Alameda, 286.3544
SURVEYOR’S T
ii and Tripod,
degree of angle indicator: orig. $250,
now 575 293 4583

PORCHE 09 911T 12,000 mi AM FM 5
speed. forest green mint condition
take over lease or 0200. 356 9316 or
241 5776
I 1965 or It Corvette., 44p
WILL PAY CASH! Call 14151 697.5243

OS VW camper, Excellent condition,
rebuilt engine S18013. Call 326.1327 or
797.9957 Ask for Dave.
63 VW Yam 65 1500 engine 600.0est
offer Karin423 9178 Santa Cruz.
1900 Rambler American, new battery.
new paint, 3 new tires, radio, looks
great. $250. 29e 0636 ask for 15111.
’61 Cervette 322,310 11.P., 4 spat Hurst.
American mats with wide redIlne
tires. 2 NMI. both In good shape. Much
more! WOO or beat offer. Ph. 264,4544
9.m
’54 CAD. great reliable trans., all
works recent lune up. good tires.
NEEDS NOTHING! 5100. 290.3584,
Dan

Parakeet LOST-Lt. Blue, very tame &
friendly If found please leave mes
Sage at 469 E San Carlos. REWARD.
LOST SAT. Terrier-Shep pup 6 me.
black face "Rufus" 2074629 or 3319204
REWARD. 537 So 10th.
FOUND: Female Terrier type pup,
red collar Call 294 6411, ext. 2175
learn 5 pn) or come to MH 2013
HOUSING
Free Room
years old as
with speech
Call Robert

& Board for girl over 10
a companion to individual
difficulty. Near campus.
2982306

IVY HALL - Single. double rooms,
across from administration building
available for summer (summer rates)
Excellent kitchen 8. community room
facilities, Call 292 8177 or 253,8434
STUDENT HOUSING for summer and
next fall. low summer rates. Studios
opts 1, 2 IscIrrn apts and 2 to 9 bdrm
homes 207 4900
Large
SUMMER RENTAL - Girls
double rooms w kitchen privileges,
TV, Piano, Study rooms. 1 block from
campus. 5.15 per month 294.1581.
ROOMS, Men Cheerful, airy, wall to
wall carpet Furnace heat. Quiet 406
So 11th St
Houses Women for Summer & next
school term. Will accomodate groups
or 4, 6, and 7. Call at 406 So. 11th,
Townhouse Summer Rates, 2 bedroom
$125 446 5 11th Street Phone 296.7143,

Moor-Moffat had a tougn
semis with SB’s Grokenberger-Lewis before beating
them, 5-7, 7-5, 9-7. In the
finals, LB’s Magnuson-Pinal
lost, 5-7, 7-5, 7-5.
The third doubles team of
Fitzpatrick-Wheatley made
it to the finals before losing
to Sands-Dietrick of I,B, 4-6,
6-4, 6-4.

FOR SALE: Sony stereo tope recorder
TC 200 5125 or brat Offer. Also Puede(
10 speed bike $60. 295.4863.

Female roommate needed to share 1
bdrm turn apt at Valley West-590 p.
mid Contact Marlene at 287 0497.
Female roommates, wanted for sum.
mer & Fall. Share? bdrrn apt. with 2
girls Grad preferred. Call Pam 294.
6922
room available in house from June to
Sept 550 or less. Lg. sunny room. Nice
house, warm people 295.9490
Now taking applicantions for summer
& fall for huge 1 bdrm I, bath AEK.
Summer rates S105 Call 2954354.
BIG, OLD house near campus. We 3
people need another roommate. Own ’
turn room. 552 50 my 286 0341.
Room in suburban home Kitchen pri,
vilages. 525 a month plus 4 hours yard
work per week. References. 2649889
Eves.
1.2 upper shy. girls to share unusual 3
bdrrn, apt in house (top floor) turn.
summer 567. Fall 585 own bdrm.
Phone 298 6728. Terri or Sue.
TOWNHOUSE: 23 girls needed to
share w one other summer & or fall.
turn. 2 bdrrnS: r blk from 5.10. Call
287 7071, Summer $140 Fall 5200.
Extra large 2 bdon. apt. Modern $160
per mo. 643 So. 8th 294 4749.
511191(15

7

EXFER, FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX ENGLISH TEACHER, IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER,
MARY BRYNER COLE 244.6444 After
5 30
RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service, Call
Esche’s 251-2590,
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit, Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanlan 291.4106.
TV’S FOR RENT SPECIAL STUDENT RATE 59.00 per month. Call
377 2935
AUTO INSURANCE - MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
24 & over 594, Married 21.24 S163.
Single men 24 & under $250. Mr. Toll
24) 3900,
ELECTRIC
THESIS TYPING
DisertatIons,
Reports
Master’s
Marianne Tatnberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371 0395, San Jose.
model. Rates arranged.
A
Artiits, students, groups, photo.
graphers Legit Phone Alice 287-1625.
CUSTOM TAPING Quality work 48.8
Track.Cassette.Reel, Reasonable
Prices. Fast Service Open Evenings
’Ti) 8 p.m. RECORDS UNLIMITED,
First.
179
TYPING Term papers, thesis. etc
Pica type Experienced & reasonable
Will edit 294 3772.

FANTASTIC 2 & 3 bdrm. apt, for rent
for summer & fall. Quality fern. AEK,
WW Carpet, pool, rec, room By far the
nicest apts. in school area, Reserve
470
287 7590.
Call
now!
So 17th St. San lose.

STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast,
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Banter
phone 2146381

FANTASTIC] O. 3 bdrm. apts. for rent
for summer & fall. Quality turn. AEK.
WW Carpet, pool, rec. room. By far the
nicest apts, in school area. Reserve
nowt Call 287 7590. 470 So. 11th St. San
Jose
H014E-4 Bedroom with fireplace.
Near campus on So. 17th St. 5250 Per
month, Ph. 293 5450.
HOUSES. Women for summer and
next school terms. Will accomodate
groups of land 6 Call at 406 So. 79th

St

FEMALE looking for opt near 51$
where nice, clean kitty is allowed.
Most have pool, Please call 297.0650
after S.

CAMERAS DISCOUNT: one.third off
regular price; new with foil warranty:
maior brands: Canon, Nikkermat,
326
Minim! etc. Also
1903 54 p.m.

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Previously ATO House, Now Coed
Jr’s to Grad Students $26 Share, $33
single weekly Includes Continental
Breakfast. Dinner, Maid See. En
closed courtyard, color TV, Parking.
Phone 293 7374

Modern Furn,
APT FOR RENT
across from 5.15 230 E. San Salvador.
Summer rate S110.

67 MOB Good Condition, Must Sell.
$1150, 267 5922.

2 cents Xerox copies to SJS Students,
College Copy, 42 E San Antonio St
San Jose 287 1811
How to
FUTURE CPA’s
prepare for the CPA ES111, Becker
CPA Review Course Call Collect (415)
781 4395 or 14081 251 8446.
B LOWUPS of all PHOTOGRAPHY
Your negatives or PRINTS Also film
developed CHEAPLY Student prOfes
sional 265 7121 No lob too small
FiliSONA IS
Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body. Darlene M. Miller, RE 247 No,
Third, San Jose, 295.0995.
Jewelry . Custom design in cost gold
and silver One of a kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo. Larimore
Old Town (in the back) 354.1004.

Apfs lee Rent Summer rates on I & 2
bedroom furnished. 625 S. 1010 No 6,
286 9026 in the evenings

Until national and International pre
justices are effaced in the reality Of
spiritual brotherhood. true progress,
prosperity and lasting happiness will
not be attained by man. Bahe’i Writ
mos 248 5610,

HOUSE TO SHARE with two present
girls, Will accomodate three more.
Private. bedrooms. 300 block on S. 11th
St. Phone 295 2660.

TYPING. (my home) 779 Bird Ave. 2
minutes from campus. 75 centS per
Pege, double space) Call Mrs. LuPpe
293,8544.

House for Rent. Furnished N 11th, 3
Elks SJS. 4 students 2 Bdrins, fruit
trees, own garage Call 58601335, 7 or
after wk days, anytime wkends Ask
for Denise or Tommie

RESTRICTED 5 DAY DAYTIME
PARKING OFF STREET, PAVED 8.
MARKED IN& OUT PRIVIlege. $7.50
PER MONTH V F.W PARKING
AREA, 430 SOUTH ath ST PHONE
2959616 OR 378 8976 FOR INFORMA
TION

Summer
I - 2 bedroom available
now 1,2,3 bedroom available 6 15
Modern. Furnished, AEK. Roomy, 1
bik from campus-Summer rates. 2964q45
TT

Rollin. 2.8F with
MUST SELL
Plenor Lens, meter, RollikIn 35mm
film adapter, Rolliflash, filter, hood.
Excellent cond. 011 9950. asking $275
or offer. Albert 175.9132.
NIKON CAMERA NEW SACRIFICE
356 501

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north
to ALASKA and YUKON, around $2100
a month For complete information
write to JOB RESEARCH, P.O. Box
161, Stn A Toronto, Ont. Enclose $310
cover cost

Phone 294-6414,
0,0 ay,
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REFINED. FURNISHED ROOMS,
Male, K.P No drinking or smoking
2031080
Summer Rates new available, lor 2 8. 3
bedrm apts. air Cond. turn, call now,
27$ 1974, 695 5 11th St
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HIS.’ AND /UUND

ROOMS, Mon. cheerful, airy, wall to
will carpet. Furnace heat. Quiet. 406
So. 11th St.

Are you interested in earning S1000.
52003, or more and still have time to
spend the summer at the beach? Call
Sydney Schumaker at 371 2797

I T500 Xint running. $550 or
19
best offer Phone 2099329 after 5:30
weekdays

Elias
PhOne

1970 Hodaka 100. Full street legal.
Only ridden 850 miles. Like new. For a
good buy and bargain at $275 call 264
2049.

62 Pontiac Catalina VI, Power
Steering and brakes, 2 new tires, new
battery, 377-1009
PM.

ministry of T
pert: Foreign car
repair. Competitive rates, excellent
work. 701 Lincoln Ave. 2910601.
FOR SALE: ’66 VW, good condition,
call Dennis 287 7347 after 6 30 p.m.

DISHWASHER WANTED.
Restaurant 545 5 2nd Street
292 5867

CYCLE TIRES for dirt. 1147 mi.
Dunlap, 400 18, 3 25 19, $25 00 Call
Craig OS at 293 0686

CAR RALLY. STANFORD SHOPPING CENTER lin Palo Alto) Satu,
day. May 15th, by SPOR TIN’LIFE13.00. Any car and beginners welcome.
Start anytime between 6 and 9 p.m.

Eleanor’s Flowers of Los Gatos will
give you all the frills & glamOur of a
Florist Shop, but at low, low prices.
Premium roses 43.95 doz. tea roses
S1.95 do, carnations $1.00 doz. etc.
Large, large selection of fresh cut
flowers, potted plants, corsages 8.
inexpensive arrangements. Our
flowers are so fresh they lust last &
last 8. last. Everything is wrapped
wrth mush fuss and ribbons. (florist
boxes available) If you love flowers,
you’ll love our shop! 720 University
Ave. Los Gatos at the end of cyclone
fence behind Oak Meadow Park) 356
4839 or 356 6314 (Next door to
Eleanor’s Discount Fashions) Open 9
cm to 7 pm. daily and Sunday...’
day holidays.

Seeking companion I or boys ages 7 and
4 during summer Days 7429056
Nights 225 4946

TRIUMPH 64 TR4 rebuilt engine. New
clutch, tires, brakes, shocks, new top.
Asking S1075 Dale 2903730

Ton Pick up. cmpr
63 FORD F.250,
shell, 4 wy dr, I sp, rblt. 12,000 nil
$1000. 286 0406

DISCOVER FLYING is fun at Western
Aeronautics 1111 Airport Blvd. 5 J.
airport Call Bob 2959390 or 246-1235
(eves)

The evi
is in the world’s turmoil,
Our Lord Is Present and His Kingdom
will soon be established on Earth as it
is in Heaven. "Divine Plan of the
Ages" Box $94 Los Gatos, FREE No
Obligation

53.00 per hr.. Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books car, if
you are Willing to work. we pay 500 hr.
After qualifying require car & neat
appear Fuller Brush Co 225 $513

THE CAREER -Working with estate
control plan, estate analysis. business
insurance, group and franchise insur
ance TRAINING three year program
with initial schooling at Home Office
located in riarttord, Connecticut
INCOME Salary and full commission
QUALIFICATIONS Minimum of 2
years college, permanent resident of
area, success pattern. PLEASE
CONTACT Raymond M. Suess Jr..
Supervisor. 777 North First Street,
Suite 666, San Jose, California 95112,
Telephone 297 3194

Austin Healy 1114.07 Mech very good
Body fair, ISew top, windows, tires
great road car. $750. 227-9293.

OLD FASHIONS
JUST FADE AWAY
Sew for the men in your life
or
Sew for profit and

return from Amsterdam

Austin Healy Sante 64 Convertible,
rebuit engme. 67 trans, new tires, very
good coed 5550 or best offer. Call 284.
1985 or 241 7998

All 10101191

TIES DON’T DIE

L.A. to LONDON

Contact Dr. French(2 1 3)
277.5200 or 1179.3 1 1 1 C/O
Sierra Travel, 9875 Santa
Monica B., Beverly Hills.

E L LAS

EUROPEAN STYLE
RESTAURANT
545 S. 2nd Street
San Jose, Calif.

OPEN SUNDAYS 12 30 TO 5 PM

Our 10th year of
Reliable Charter Flights

Immediate ticketing for
discounts flights London
to Tel Aviv $77,
$52.80, to Bombay $150
to Nairobi $150. Large
discounts on cars and
many other flights.

EAAAE

WANTED: BSA stock gas tank 8. side
covers for 650 lightning model 1968 70
Cash or will trade my fiberglass ones
Call 286 4863

ANNOUN(fliA/NI

So you want to do something about the
environment, Clean up a public park.
For infor Call Don 235-)117.

(Coupon)

the sw eep of singles by beating Rich Penal of LB, 4-6,
6-4, 7-5, then won over Dave
Georges of SB, 6-3, 7-6,
in the finals.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

COMMUNE AVAILABLE, 25 acres.
Trinity Co Includes 7 houses, small
lake, stream, lots of trees & water.
Garden area, adjoins public land,
Cash price
565,000 29 per cent down. Write
owner agent Box 245 Coyote, Calif

with an all out effort by both
sides with a tie score of 15-15,
throwing the game into overtime consisting of two four
minute periods.
HIND SCORES
Even overtime could not
decide the game and both
teams went into a sudden
death playoff with the first
team to score the victor. It
was the hesitation shot of
Greg Hind that nearly cost
the alumni the game but he
redeemed himself with the
final goal and gave the
Alumni the win.

Additional goals by varsity
members Brad Jackson, Jeff
Eorio, and Ed Samuels, and
several others increased the
score for the varsity, leaving
the Alumni trailing, 11-6, at
the end of the second
quarter.
SPLURGE
Through the efforts of
Greg Hind and Bruce
Prefontain the Alumni
slowly edged its way up,
pushing the score at the end
of the third quarter to 12-11 in
favor of the varsity.
The fourth quarter ended

finals.
Magnuson of 1.11 in the finals,
’rhird man Hank Lloyd got 6-1. 6-0.
Andy Moffat, playing fifth
by Santa Barbara’s Dave
Grokenberger, 6-4, 6-2, then man, was named as the
defeated Rich Westphlan, 6- come-from-behind player of
the tournament for his wins
2, 2-6, 6-0, in the finals.
Fourth man Chris Fitzpat- over Steve Sands, LB, 6-1,6-0
rick had a tough semi final and Suresh Bengara of SB, 4match,
beating
Dave 6, 6-4, 6-4
Shrader of SB, 6-4, 7-6, then
Robbie Wheatley, playeasily disposed of Fred ing No. 6 man, completed

Large clean modern Apts. Free Park
ing 2 Wks from 51$, Low Summer
rainfall For a 1 bdrm turn. Call now
and reserve for summer or fall 297.
1930.

Ext. 2465
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Straight guy wants swinging chick for
traveling campanion ’round Me world.
No hangups must pay own expenses
call Dave 732 6029, evenings.
NEED
3.spd.
celunin
shift
transmission for ’59 chewy panel truck.
Will pay cash. Call /3111 anytime 265
0194.
Driver to ea back EAST vie Denver.
III. & Ohio. June 115, MM luggage.
Automatic VW, Call 292 1108 After 5 or
244 5100 at noon JACK I E
14461S9C511011091

’

524fI,, A.fOEUROPEO 16 toe 158.630
toy) Large savings on cars & Charter
flights to Israel. Greece & Most Other
countries, Dr French (213) 277 5200 C
0 Sierra Travel of Beverly Hills 9175
Santa Monica Blvd.
ADVENTUROUS FOREIGN
STUDENT FROM Latin America
would like to meet a coed to blcycN
through parts Of 90681ic0 & Centro!
America this summer, DelitinatIon
Venezuela Call 10.00 AM 3’00 PM or
10 CO PM 1 00 AM Carlos 7934058,
E UROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS .
Several ScheduleSavallable from West
CoeSt to London. Amsterdam and
Frankfurt Winter flights 5250 to 5335
Spring and Summer flights 0260 to 5337
roundtrip, and 5160 to 117$ newsy
Coordinate, Prof Margaret B, Paai
247 RoycrOf I Ave Long Beach, 90083
313 430 2179.

